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Sharing Knowledge 

Start-up License for Young Small Businesses 

 
 

Start-ups are a symbol for innovation. They bring new 

products to the market, but often encounter obstacles 

along the way. Especially in the initial phase of a com-

pany, the primary goal is to develop a marketable and 

future-oriented product. For this purpose, software is 

often required which, in addition to flexibility, provides 

all the functionalities for gearbox design – from a con-

cept to the manufacturing process. The calculation 

programs KISSsoft and KISSsys are the suitable in-

strument for this purpose. 

 

Start-up Offer 

▪ 1 KISSsoft license, 1 quarter, 1 time  

renewable, 1 access, 1000 EUR 

 

A start-up usually does not generate enough revenue 

in the first few years to cover its own costs. To bridge 

these so-called field hockey stick effect, KISSsoft of-

fers support with its start-up license. KISSsoft helps 

young companies by providing them with a license that 

enables them to use the calculation programs KISSsoft 

and KISSsys commercially without high investment 

costs.  

 

For a one-time fee of 1000 EUR a new small business 

can obtain our start-up license*, which includes all our 

calculation modules, for one quarter year.  

 

Consideration for Us 

▪ Information on your company 

▪ Text and image material on your project 

▪ Logo placement and website linking 

 

Since these conditions are significantly more favorable 

than those of our commercial license models, we ex-

pect the start-ups to provide a service in return. 

 

In addition to information on your company, we ask you 

for text and image material on your start-up project. 

You decide what you want to share. We use your short 

project description for joint publications in technical 

magazines to share our synergies with others. We also 

expect you to implement our logo and a link to 

www.KISSsoft.com on your website.  

 

We Invest in the Future 

 

According to our slogan "Sharing Knowledge" we 

would like to offer young small companies the possibil-

ity to work with the calculation programs KISSsoft and 

KISSsys. At an affordable price you can deepen your 

know-how while working with our software. These 

days, a high degree of flexibility is the key to successful 

project realization. With a temporary start-up license, 

you can react to any customer request at any time. 

 

With this generous offer for start-ups, we support your 

business start and invest, at the same time, in the fu-

ture of mechanical engineering. 

 

If you are interested in the start-up offer, please 

contact our sales team at info@KISSsoft.com 

 
* The start-up license is a temporally and geographically limited 

and non-binding offer. Changes are reserved and the exact con-

ditions are available on request. 

http://www.kisssoft.com/

